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In this paper we shall examine strong additivity, absolute continuity, and 
compactness (weak and strong) in the space of vector measures and discuss 
various relationships among these concepts. Many of the theorems cast new 
light on the structure of measures, even in the scalar case. Some of the 
results presented here have been announced in Brooks and Dinculeanu [S, 91. 
Variations on the above themes are also treated in detail in Brooks [7]. 
In Section 1, the main concept of uniform strong additivity of a family 
of vector measures X is introduced, namely, m(E,)-+O uniformly for m E -X, 
when (EJ is a disjoint sequence of sets. This notion is inextricably tied up 
with weak and strong compactness of %” in different topological settings. The 
existence of a positive control measure p such that X < p, when X is 
uniformly strongly additive is presented in Section 2. A local control measure 
is constructed in Section 3 by means of establishing a “synthesis theorem” 
which allows us to piece together locally equivalent families of positive 
measures. This theorem is also used to prove the existence of a local control 
measure for relatively weakly compact sets in the space of vector measures 
with local finite variation (Section 4). Criteria for weak compactness in this 
locally convex space (Theorem 4.2) extends the work of Dieudonne [14], 
who considered a special case, viz, the space of locally integrable functions on 
a locally compact space. Conditions concerning compactness (weak and 
strong) with respect to the quasivariation norm are presented in Sections 5 
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and 6. The motivation for establishing criteria for weak compactness in spaces 
of vector measures stems from the problem of classifying weakly compact 
operators on function spaces, for example, C&S), the space of X-valued 
continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space S, since, by using 
Dinculeanu’s representation theorems [I 61, one can show that an operator 
T: C&S) +Y is weakly compact if and only if T*(YJ,*) is a relatively 
weakly compact set in the space of%*-valued measures. These considerations, 
when X is the scalar field, led Grothendieck [20] and Bartle, Dunford and 
Schwartz [l] to study weakly compact sets of scalar measures. For applica- 
tions of compactness in the vector setting to operator theory, the reader is 
referred to Brooks and Lewis [12], [13]. 
1. STRONG ADDITIVITY 
Throughout this paper, 9, 9, and Y will be respectively a ring, a &ring 
and a u-ring of subsets of a set T. A s-ring is a ring closed under countable 
intersections. The u-ring (bring) generated by 9 is denoted by u(a) (6(g)). 
Define Wroc = {A C T: A n R E W, for each R ~91. Let % be a Banach 
space with norm 1 . 1 and conjugate space %*. We denote by fa(.%‘, 3) 
and ca(9, %), respectively, the sets of finitely additive and countably additive 
measures m: 5@ ---f X. 
For each E C T, set 9 n E = {A E 95 A C E); if m ~fa(&?‘, S), 
then mE is the restriction of m to PZ n E; if X C fu(~%, %), set 
Xr, = {mE: m E X}. If P is a property involving a class X of set functions 
defined on W, we say X has property P locally providing X, has property P 
onW n E for each E ~92. 
Let m ~fu(9,%). We denote by 1 m 1 , iii, respectively, the total variation 
and quasivariation functions of m; recall that 
iii(E) = sup{1 m(A)l: A C E, A ES?}, 
for EC T. If m(A,) --f 0 whenever (A,) is a disjoint sequence, we say m 
is strongly additive. In this case one can show that C m(A,) is unconditionally 
convergent. A set X C fa(92, X) is unzyormly strongly additive if m&4,) -+ 0 
uniformly with respect to m E X, whenever the A, are disjoint. Note that if 
X C ca(9, %), then X is uniformly strongly additive if and only if .X is 
uniformly countably additive. The concept of strong additivity was introduced 
by Rickart [25] (under the name “strongly bounded”) and was later used 
in [2, 6, lo] for interchange of limit theorems and the existence of control 
measures. A strongly additive measure is bounded, but the converse is false. 
On the other hand, m is strongly additive (locally strongly additive) in any 
of the following cases: (i) m is scalar valued and bounded (locally bounded); 
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(ii) m has bounded variation (finite variation on each set); (iii) m is countably 
additive and 9 is a a-ring (a-ring). Note that a countably additive measure 
on a ring need not be strongly additive-for example, consider a spectral 
measure defined on an infinite Stone algebra. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let m: 9 --f 37 be strongly additive. Then there exists a 
sequence of sets A, E 93 such that m vanishes outside u A, . In particular, if m 
is de$ned on a o-ring 9, then m vanishes outside a set belonging to 9’. 
Proof. Apply Zorn’s lemma to the set of all families (E,) of pairwise 
disjoint sets from 9 such that m(E,) # 0, and obtain a maximal family 
WJacrl . Since m is strongly additive, d is at most countable. The lemma then 
follows. I 
LEMMA I .2. Let S C ca(9, X) be a family of locally uniformly strongly 
additive measures. Then for every monotone sequence of sets A, -+ A, with 
A, , A ES%‘, we have r?i(A,) -+ i%(A) uniformly with respect to m E X. 
Proof. Consider the special case when A, L 4. Suppose we deny the 
conclusion. There exists an E > 0 and m, E Z such that SiJA,) > e, 
n = 1, 2,.... Let An1 = A, and choose a B, ~9 n An1 satisfying j m,(B,)j > E. 
Since m,(B, n A,) --f 0, we may choose an An2 such that 
I mdh n A,,)I < 42. 
Let C, = B, n (An1 - A,$ Then j m,(C,)I > 42. By induction, obtain 
(n,) and C, E W such that C, C An9 - A, and 1 m,(C,)l >, 42, which 
contradicts the assumption of local uniform %ong additivity, since (C,) is a 
disjoint sequence of sets contained in A, . In general, if A, is a monotone 
sequence with limit in 9, use the above case and the subadditivity of fi. g 
2. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY AND CONTROL MEASURES 
Absolute continuity (E, 6 definition) of m: W + 55 with respect to a positive 
(not necessarily finite) finitely additive measure p is denoted by m Q TV. 
Thus, m < p locally means that for every set E E W, we have 
where A C E. If .Y Cfa(W, a), then X< TV (uniformly) means that rn< p 
(uniformly) for m E X. A set E E W is a X-null set if 
sup y(A) z sup{&(A): m E X} = 0. 
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We say that p is a (local) control measure for X if X < p (locally) and 3” 
and p have the same null sets. The main theorem in Brooks [2] states that 
m: 9 +X is strongly additive if and only if there exists a bounded control 
measure p for m such that p(A) < r%(A); if m is countably additive, then 
TV is also countable additive. 
The following theorem from Brooks [5], which we include for the reader’s 
convenience, shows the relationship between uniform strong additivity and 
absolute continuity. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S Cfu(B, 9”) and let p be a positive (possibly infinite) 
Jinitely additive measure. If Z is umformly strongly additive and X < TV, then 
X < p un;formly. 
Proof. If we deny the conclusion of the theorem, there exists an E > 0 
and sequences (m,), (6,) and (EJ such that I mk+l&+l)/ > 6) I*.(&+~) < hc+l 
and 1 mi(E)l < •/2~+~ for i = l,..., k. Let Fr = E,; assume there exists an 
i2 > 2 such that 1 m,,(F, n Eiz)l > c/4. Let F, = Fl - Ei,. In general, assume 
F l,...,Fk; 4 ,..., k i have been chosen and that there exists an ik+l > ik such 
that / mi,+,(Fk n E&j > c/4. Let Fk+l = Fk - Eik+l . If this process did 
not terminate, we would obtain a disjoint sequence of sets (F, - F,,,) such 
that / mik(Fk - F,+,)j 3 c/4. This contradicts the uniform strong additivity 
of S. Hence, we can find an Fk and an i, so that 1 mi(Fk n I$)1 < ~14 for 
j > ik . Let 
Pl = ‘k > Hl=Fk, mp’ =m Bl+i 9 ,$‘=E .-H z PI+% 1' 
Observe that 
since 
I m,Vfd 3 I m,WI - 
I 
k-l 
c I m2(Fj - Fj+Jl > 6 - C ~/2j+~ > E - c/4, 
1 m,(F, - F,+J = I m,(F, n Ei,+,)j < ~/2j+~. 
By a similar process obtain an FL?’ and an ik, , such that 
(1’ (1) (1) 1 mj (Fk, n Ej )I < 48 for allj > ik, . 
Note that jrnil)(H,)j > E - c/4 - C/S and 1 rnj’j(Ej’))l > E - c/4, where 
H, = FL?). Let 
p, = ik, , rnp) = mELi, and ,$” = ,@’ - H2 . Pair 
At the Kth stage, assume that forj = 1,2,..., k, Hj and pi are defined so that 
j’$’ = E’j:? - H. 3)j+2 
m !j) = m(jTIJ np+z ) 
1 m~‘(E~‘)l > E I’ ,=/4 - I.. - ,/2j+l 
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and HI ,..., Hk are disjoint (set rnjO) = mifl , EjO) = EJ. In addition, 
, mlj-l) (HJ > < - c/4 - ... - l /2’+? 
As before, if we let Fi7” = E:“‘, there exists an i, such that 
Let 
1 mjk)(FF) n Ej’“‘)l < •/2~+~ for allj > it . 
P k+l = at 7 ’ f&c+1 = F?‘, z 
m(k+l) = m("), 
z),,+,+i - H let-1 . 
In this fashion, we obtain a disjoint sequence (H,) and rni”) such that 
1 rn~“)(H~+i)i > 42, which contradicts the uniform strong additivity of x. 1 
Using the above result, we can now establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that 3? C ca(9, X) and 3” is uniformly strongly 
additive, Then each element in 3? can be extended to a unique countably additive 
measure on u(B) and the extensions are uniformly countably additive on a(9). 
Proof. Let m E G%?. By Theorem 2 in [2], there is a bounded countably 
additive control measure TV for m such that p < CI. Regard (9, p) as a pseudo 
metric space, where p(A, B) = p(A n B). Note that t.~ can be extended to pi 
on o(9) and (3, p) is dense in (u(g), pr). Since m is uniformly continuous 
on (9, p), there exists a unique extension, say m, of m to (u(W), pi). Also, 
pi < r’?ii . For notational convenience, Z will denote the family of extensions 
to u(W). If Z is not uniformly countably additive on u(9), there exists a 
sequence of sets E, E o(9), measures m, E Z-C and an E > 0 such that 
I mOL)I > E, n = 1, 2,.... (*> 
Let p = C (2nB&1 pn , where B, is a positive bound for p”n , the control 
measure of m, . By Theorem 2.1, {m,: n = 1, 2 ,... } < p uniformly on 99. 
We now show uniform absolute continuity on a(W). Let 
29 = {x*m,: n = 1, 2 ,..., 1 x* 1 < I, x* E X*>, 
Let E > 0 be given. There exists a 6 > 0 such that / D 1 (E) < E whenever 
E~93,~(E)<Sandu~~LetA~u(~) such that p(A) < 6; choose disjoint 
sets R, EW covering A such that p((Jn R,) < 6. Then / u / ((JFzl Ri) < E 
for all n and u E GV?‘. This implies that I u I (A) < 1 u 1 (un R,) < l , for all 
0 E Z. Thus, # < p uniformly on u(a), which in turn contradicts (*). 1 
The following remark is deduced from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Remark 2.2. (i) If m E ca(9, ?Z) and m is strongly additive, then there 
exists a unique countably additive extension of m to u(g). If m E ca(s, X) 
and m is locally strongly additive, then m can be uniquely extended to a 
countably additive measure on S(W). In either case, the quasivariation 
(variation) of the extension is the extension of the quasivariation (variation). 
(ii) Suppose that m E ca(S?, X) is locally strongly additive and m 
vanishes outside a set R E groc , where R = u R, , Ri, ~9. Then one can 
show that the extension of m to 6(g) also vanishes outside R. If m E ca(g, %) 
is locally strongly additive and has local u-finite variation, then one can show 
that the extension of m to 6(g) has local u-finite variation. 
(iii) Suppose %” C CU(U(%?), X) and p is a positive countably additive 
measure on o(W). If Z < p uniformly on W, then Z& < p uniformly on ~(2). 
The following result extends a theorem in Brooks and Walker [l 11. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X C fa(B, 3). The following two assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) Z is uniformly strongly additive; 
(b) There exists a bounded control measure p such that ~7 < p unalormly. 
Moreover, in (b) we can choose p such that p(E) < sup g(E). If 
X C ~a(%‘, X), then p in (b) can be chosen to be countably additive. Finally, if 
X < A, for some measure A, then X < h uniformly and p < A. 
Proof. Obviously (b) implies (a). Assume now that X is uniformly 
strongly additive. Let Z = {x*m: m E X, / x* / < l}. By passing to the 
Stone ring, we may assume that Z C ~(9, C); the set of extensions of 
elements from 2 to ~(9) will also be denoted by X. We shall now modify 
the technique of Bartle, Dunford, and Schwartz [19, p. 3071 and prove that 
for any E > 0 there exists a 6(c) > 0 and a finite set {ui ,..., u,} C P such that 
1 ci / (E) < 6, for all 1 < i < n, implies that 1 a(E)/ < E for all u E Z. If we 
deny this, there exists a sequence of sets Ei E u(g) and (ui) such that 
1 oi 1 (E,) < ,/2j+l, for 1 < i ,< j, and / uj+i(Ej)I 3 E, j = 1, 2 ,.... If 
B, = (Ji>n Ei , then I oi / (B,) < c/2” for i < n, while / o,+i(B,)I 3 ~12. Let 
B-(jB,; then for each i, ai = 0. Hence, (B, - B) ‘X $, but 
/ u%+~(B~ - B)l > 42, n = 1, 2 ,.... This contradicts the uniform countable 
additivity of fl. Let 6, = S(2dn), and let 
% = i<5n, 2-i I uin I 9 
. 
where (gin)::;’ is the set corresponding to E = 2-“. Define v = C (2nQn)--1 v~, 
where Qn is a positive bound for v, . Note that 2 Q v uniformly on u(8) and 
v ,( sup 2. The restriction p of v/4 to 5%’ is the required measure. 
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Suppose that .X C ca(9?,X). If Ai L $, by Lemma 1.2 we have 
sup $(AJ --+ 0; hence, p(Ai) -+ 0. Thus, p is countable additive. The last 
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. I 
3. LOCAL STRONG ADDITIVITY AND LOCAL CONTROL MEASURES 
As was mentioned in Section 2, a strongly additive measure on a ring has a 
bounded control measure. We now consider the setting in which the vector 
measure is locally strongly additive. We know that locally there is a bounded 
control measure. The question is: Does there exist a global control measure ? 
To solve this, a synthesis theorem is established which allows us to piece 
together a family of locally equivalent scalar measures to form a global 
measure. An example is given to show that in general the global measure is 
not bounded. A positive measure p will be called locally u-finite on 9 if every 
element of 9 is the countable union of sets in W of finite p-measure. 
SYNTHESIS THEOREM 3.1. Let 9 be a &ring. Suppose that for each R E 2 
there exists a positive, finite, countably additive measure pR defined on 9 n R 
such that for R C R’, t+ and pR’ are mutually absolutely continuous on 9 n R. 
Then there exists a positive, locally a-finite, countably additive measure v on 2 
such that pR Q v on 9 n R, for every R ~9, and v(E) = 0 if and only af 
pR(E n R) = 0 for every R E 9. 
Proof. Let JV = {E ~9: Pi = O}. Then ~4” is an ideal of 9. Let 9 
be the set of all families ~2 = {D,: 01 E O}, where each D, ~59 - JV and if 
0~~ # 01~ , then Da1 n DE2 E JV . Order g by set inclusion. Observe that 9 
is inductively ordered. Let & = {Do. ~1 E O} be a maximal element in 9. 
Note that, by the maximality of &, we have A E JV if and only if A n D, E .M 
for every ~1 E d, which in turn implies that p,(A n D,) = 0 for all 01 (where 
pa = po,>. For A E 9 - Jlr, the set {a: A n D, 6 .M} is nonempty and at 
most countable. To see the last statement, note that 
for every finite set I C A; hence, 
Now define v on 9 by v(A) = Cal pa(A n D,). To prove that v is locally 
u-finite, observe that v(DJ = &Drr) < cc. Since there exist at most a 
countable number of sets, say Dai such that D,, n A $ M, we have 
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A = U (A n DJ u iV, where N = A - u Dai. Since 9 is a S-ring, 
N ~9. Also D, n N E .K for every cu; hence, v(N) = 0. This shows that A 
is a-finite. Next we show that v is countably additive. Let A ~9. Suppose 
(Dwj) is the sequence of elements of & such that A n Da, $ Jlr. Consequently, 
for E ~9 n A, we have v(E) = xi p.,i(Da, n E). It then follows that 
v / 9 n A is the pointwise limit of a countable number of countably additive 
measures; hence, v is countably additive on 9 n A, thus, countably additive 
on 9. Next we assert that pR <v on .5B n R. In fact, if v(A) = 0, for 
A ~59 n R, then C p,(A n 0,) = 0; hence, A E JV. Therefore, pA(A) = 0; 
this in turn implies that &A) = 0. S ince pR is finite, it follows that pR < v 
on 9 n R. Finally, suppose that &E n A) = 0 for every E E 9. Then 
E E JV; hence, v(A) = 0. I 
Remark 3.1. If W is a ring and the pR are only finitely additive, then 
we are still able to obtain a positive finitely additive measure v on 9%’ 
such that pR < v 1 W n R for every R E W, and v(A) = 0 if and only if 
v~(A) = 0 (for example, the trival measure v(A) = 0 if A E JV and v(A) = co 
otherwise), but we do not know whether we can choose v to be locally u-finite. 
If the pu, are countably additive, then v can be chosen to be a countably 
additive measure such that it has a (not necessarily unique) locally u-finite 
extension to the &ring generated by 9. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 53 be a S-ring and let X C ca(9, SY) be locally unt~ormly 
strongly additive. Then there exists a positive, locally a-Jinite, countably additive 
measure p defined on 9 such that X Q p locally unayormly and the X-null sets 
and the p-null sets coincide. 
In particular, a locally strongly additive measure has a control measure of 
the type described above. 
Proof. Let R ~9. Since X, is uniformly strongly additive on 9 n R, 
by Theorem 2.3, there exists a pR defined on 9 n R such that Z, < pR 
uniformly and pcLR < sup 2 on 9 n R. Since the family {ps: R E 9} satisfies 
the hypothesis of the synthesis theorem, the conclusion follows. I 
Remark 3.2. (i) We do not know whether the measure v in the Synthesis 
Theorem and Theorem 3.2 can be chosen to be finite. 
(ii) In general, it is not possible to choose v to be bounded in the 
synthesis theorem, or to satisfy p < sup2 in Theorem 3.2, as the following 
example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. We give an example of a vector measure m defined on a 
S-ring which is countably additive, locally strongly additive and bounded; 
however, m has no bounded control measure. Since the family of local control 
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measures atisfies the hypothesis of the synthesis theorem, the global measure 
cannot be bounded. Let (A,) be an uncountable number of nonempty disjoint 
subsets of a set S. Let 9 be the S-ring consisting of the empty set and all 
finite unions of sets A, . Let X be the Banach space of bounded functions 
on S with the supremum norm. Define m: 9 + 9?” by m(E) = & , E E 9. 
If p is a control measure for m, then it follows that p(A,) > 0 for every a. 
Hence, p is not bounded; in particular, p is not dominated by ii% 
However, as the next theorem shows, in special cases we can find a control 
measure dominated by sup 2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that X C ca(9,%) and assume that there exists a 
set R E 9?loc such that: (i) Every measure in X vanishes outside R; 
(ii) R = U~clR,, where R, E 9. If X is uniformly locally strongly additive, 
then there exists a positive, bounded, countably additive measure v defined on 9 
such that Z < v locally uniformly and v < sup.f. 
Remark. If 9 is a S-ring, then (ii) implies that R E 910c . 
Proof. We may assume that the RR, are disjoint; let g = S(g). Each 
g,=BnRR, is the o-algebra generated by 9 n R, . Every m E X can be 
extended to a countably additive measure m’ on 9, which vanishes outside 
R, by virtue of Remark 2.2(ii). In view of Theorem 2.2, the set 
X’ = {m’: m E X} is locally uniformly strongly additive on 9. Let 
X,’ = {m’/gn: m’ E Z’}. By Theorem 2.3, there exists a positive, bounded, 
countably additive measure pn on gn such that X,’ <t+, uniformly and 
pn < sup sn’. If we set p’(A) = C 2-“(1 + uJR,)))l pn(A n R,), for 
A E 9, then pcLI is a positive, countably additive measure satisfying 
X,’ < ~‘19~ uniformly and CL’ < sup 2’. Next we prove that X’ <CL’ 
locally uniformly. Let A ~9 and let E > 0. If we set B, = &,n (A n RJ, 
then (B,) is decreasing and B = n B, is disjoint from R; thus, X’ vanishes 
on B. By Lemma 1.2, we have rTi’(B,) -+ iii’(B) = 0 uniformly for m’ E X’. 
Choose N such that &‘(BN) < c/2 for all m’ E %. Choose 6 > 0 such that 
&‘(E n RJ < ~/2(A7 - l), for all 1 < i < N, whenever E ~9 n A and 
p’(E) < 6. Hence, r%‘(E) < E for all m’ E X’, whenever u’(E) < 6 and 
E E 9 n A. That is, X’ Q p’ locally uniformly. The restriction v of CL’ to 9 
satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. i 
Restricting Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 to the case of a single measure, we can 
obtain a local control measure for a countable set of measures which are 
locally strongly additive (not necessarily uniformly and not necessarily 
vanishing outside the union of a sequence of sets). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 9 be a S-ring and suppose that (m,) is a sequence of 
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locally strongly additive measures belonging to ca(9,S). Then there exists a 
positive, locally a-Jinite, countably additive meaSure u on 9 such that m, < p 
locally,for each n, and p(A) = 0 if and only if sup, 6,(A) = 0. If, in addition, 
each m, vanishes outside a countable union of sets in 9 (in particular, if each 
m, is strongly additive), then we can choose TV to be bounded and ,u ,< supn ii& . 
Proof. For the second part of the theorem, use Theorem 3.3 to obtain a 
bounded control measure pn < iii, . If we take p = C 2-“( 1 + &( T))-1 pn , 
then TV satisfies the final conclusion of the theorem. Now using the second 
part, we can obtain, for each R ~9, a positive, bounded, countably additive 
measure pR on~~Rsuchthatm,<~Rand~g<s~piiinon~~R. 
The first conclusion then follows by using the synthesis theorem. I 
4. WEAK COMPACTNESS WITH RESPECT TO THE VARIATION TOPOLOGY 
In this section we shall consider weakly compact sets in the Banach space 
fabv(B?, 9”) of finitely additive measures m: 9 -+I with bounded variation, 
endowed with the variation norm, that is, the norm of m is ( m / (T). Strongly 
compact sets in this space have been characterized by Brooks [4]. 
The following property of Banach spaces plays an important role in the 
study of weak and strong compactness in the space of vector measures. The 
Banach space % has the Radon-Nikodym property (property R-N) if every 
countably additive X-valued measure m of bounded variation on a u-ring 
Y, which is absolutely continuous with respect to a positive, finite, countably 
additive measure p on Y, can be expressed as the indefinite integral 
m(A) = sA g dp, for A E 9, of a Bochner integrable function g: T---f 3. 
Recall that X has property R-N if it is reflexive [23] or a separable dual 
WI. 
A set in a topological space is relatively compact if its closure is compact. 
The following theorem improves a criterion of weak compactness given 
by Brooks [3] for reflexive spaces. 
THEOREM 4.1. If X C fabv(W, 55) is relatively weakly compact, then 
(1) X is bounded in fabv(9,X); 
(2) S(A) = {m(A): m ES} is relatively weakly compact in 5, for 
every AE~; 
(3) 1 X 1 = (1 m I: m E X] is unzformly strongly additive. 
Conversely, assume that both% andS?* haveproperty R-N. IfXCfabv(B,%) 
satisfies conditions (l)-(3) above, then % is relatively weakly compact. If I 
is reflexive, condition (2) is superfluous. 
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Proof. The theorem has been proved by Brooks [3] in the case X is 
reflexive. The same proof, with minor modifications, can be used if X 
andX* have property R-N, providing that g is a u-ring and X consists of 
countably additive measures. We shall reduce the general case to this 
one. 
Assume, therefore, that X and X* have property R-N, 9? is a ring and 
that X Cfubv(8, %) satisfies conditions (l)-(3). Using the Stone representa- 
tion, we can assume that X C cabv(9, %) and properties (l)-(3) still remain 
valid. Let Y = o(9) and for each m E cabv(g, S) let m’ E cabv(Y, 95) be 
the extension of m; set X’ = {m’: m E Y}. Since the extension mapping 
m -+ m’ is an isometry, with respect to the variation norms, X’ is bounded 
in cabv(Y,X). Since 1 m’ 1 is the extension of / m / , and 1 X 1 is uniformly 
strongly additive on 9, by Theorem 2.2 we deduce that j Xx’ I is uniformly 
strongly additive on Y. To complete the proof, we have to show that X’ 
satisfies condition (2) on 9, that is, if A E 9, then X’(A) is relatively weakly 
compact in 3. To prove this, let (m,‘) be a sequence from X’. By Theorem 
2.3 there exists a positive, bounded, countably additive measure p on Y 
such that X’ Q p uniformly. Choose sets Bi from9 such that p(Bi n A) --f 0. 
Then m,‘(B,) -fi mn’(A), uniformly in n. Using hypothesis (2) and a diagonal 
process, we can assume that the sequence (m,(&))~=r is weakly convergent 
for each i. Let I be the set of positive integers and define f,fi: 1-Z by 
fi(n) = m,(BJ and f(n) = m,‘(A). By (2), fi(l) is relatively weakly compact 
for each i; sincefi --f uniformly on I, it follows from Theorem 2 in [26] that 
f(1) is relatively weakly compact. This in turn implies that X’(A) is rela- 
tively weakly compact. From the remark at the beginning of the proof, it 
follows that X’ is relatively weakly compact in cabv(Y,X); hence, X 
is relatively weakly compact in fubv(9,95). I 
We wish to thank C. Swartz for pointing out Theorem 2 in [26] to us, 
which enabled the authors to dispense with a weak sequential condition that 
was earlier assumed on 3. 
We now turn to the space fafv(W, 9) of finitely additive measures with 
local finite variation, endowed with the family of seminorms (qA)AER , where 
nA(m) = 1 m ( (A). If for A, B ~99, with A C B, we consider the restric- 
tion mapping p,,: f&(9 n B, S) -+ fuh(9 n A, S) defined by 
p,,(m) = m / W n A, then fufw(9X, 55’) is the projective limit of the spaces 
fubv(9 n A, X), A E W, with respect to the mappings p,, . The projection 
pA:fafv(9?, 9) -tfubv(% n A, X) is given by p,(m) = mA . Note that a set 
X contained infafzl(&?, 3) is bounded if and only if sup{\ m j (A): m E X} 
is finite for every A EZ. 
The following theorem extends Theorem 4.1, and, as was mentioned in 
the introduction, a result of Dieudonne. 
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THEOREM 4.2. If XCfafv(@,3?) is relatively weakly compact, then: 
(1) SC is bounded in fafv(W, 9); 
(2) X(A) is relatively weakly compact in 37, for each A ES’; 
(3) X is locally uniformly strongly additive. 
Conversely, assume that % and I* have property R-N and X C fafv(W, %) 
satisfies conditions (l)-(3) b a ove. Then ~6 is relatively weakly compact. If % 
is reflexive, then condition (2) is superjluous. 
Proof. From the general theory of projective limits, it is known that the 
weak topology on fafv(W, 9) is the projective limit of the weak topologies on 
fabv(W n A, .%), and that X C fafv(9, %) is relatively weakly compact if 
and only if X, is relatively weakly compact in fabv(B n A, $5) for each 
A E 9. The result then follows by Theorem 4.1. I 
THEOREM 4.3. Let B be a S-ring and let XC cafv(9,X) be a relatively 
weakly compact set. Then there exists a positive, locally a-Jinite, countably 
additive measure p on 9 such that X <cc locally uniformly. In addition, 
p(A) = 0 if and only if A is .X-null. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, S is locally uniformly strongly additive. The 
result then follows by applying Theorem 3.2. I 
5. STRONG COMPACTNESS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
SEMI-VARIATION TOPOLOGY 
In this section we shall consider strongly compact sets in the Banach 
space ba(W, 9) consisting of bounded finitely additive measures m: L@J -+ 3, 
endowed with the quasivariation norm, that is, the norm of m is Si( T). Note 
that an equivalent norm is given by the semivariation of m on T [16]. 
The subspace of strongly additive measures is denoted by sa(W, 57). 
Remark 5. I. The subspace sa(9, 9) is closed in ba(B, %). This observa- 
tion follows from the fact that sa(S?,.%“) . is isometrically isomorphic to the 
Banach space ca(9’, S), where Y is the a-ring generated by the Stone ring 
determined by .9. 
The connection between strong additivity and compactness is given by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S C sa(B, 9”) be a relatively compact set. Then X is 
uniformly strongly additive. Furthermore, there exists a positive bounded measure 
(u such that Z <II uniformly and p < sup 2. If X consists of countably 
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additive measures, then p is countably additive. Finally, if X Q X for some 
positive measure h, then X < h uniformly and p < X. 
Proof. If X is not uniformly strongly additive, there exists an E > 0, 
m, E X and disjoint sets EE, such that 1 m,(E,)/ > E. Since ~67 is relatively 
compact, we may assume that m, --f m in sa(9,X) (see Remark 5.1). This 
leads to a contradiction since j m(E,)I < 1 m,(E,) - m(E,)l + I m(E,)l < E 
for n sufficiently large. The remaining parts of the theorem follow from 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. I 
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for compactness. 
First we establish a framework for these conditions. 
Consider the set (x) of all finite families rr = (E& of disjoint sets in 9X. 
If rr’ = {E,‘}, we write 7~ < T+ if every Ej’ is either contained in some Ei or 
disjoint from all the Ei and lJ Ei C U E,‘. This makes (w) a directed set. If v 
is a positive finitely additive measure on 9 and rr is given as above, then for 
every measure m E ba(B, 9?), with m Q v, we set 
where vEi(A) = v(A n EJ, for A E 9, and m(EJv(EJ = 0 if v(Ei) = 0. Note 
that m,(,) Q v. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X C ba(93, %). Suppose that 
(1) X(A) is relatively compact in 3, for each A E 9; 
(2) There exists a bounded, finitely additive, positive measure v on B such 
that X < v and lim, m,,(,) = m in ba(9,.%) uniformly for m E X. 
Then X is relatively compact. 
Conversely, if X is relatively compact, then condition (1) is satisfied. If, in 
addition, X consists of measures with relatively norm compact range, then 
condition (2) is also satisfied. 
Proof. To prove the first part, consider the measure v in condition (2) 
and for every ?T E (z-) define the linear operator U,m = rnncv) , for 
m E ba(B, Z”, v), where ba(B?, 3, v) is the Banach space {m E ba(W, 3): m <v}. 
Then II U, /( < 4, since for every A ES?, 
= ,;=J, I m, I CT) G 45(T), 
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where 
For a fixed E E W, 
(#) the mapping x -+ (v(E))-l XQ of S into ba(g, !Z, v) is an isometry. 
To see this, note that 
II(J@ x”E I/ = ;yj I(v(E)Y %(A)/ = 1 x 1 + 
By condition (l), the sets X(EJ are relatively compact in E. Consequently, 
in view of (#), we see that the set 
is relatively compact in ba(,%?, %, v); consequently, U,(X) is relatively 
compact. Using condition (2) and the Phillips lemma [24; 19, IV.5.41, it 
follows that X is relatively compact. (We remark that the boundedness 
condition on X in [19, IV.5.41 is superfluous.) 
Conversely, assume that X is relatively compact. For A E g, the mapping 
m + m(A) of ba(%, 3) into % is continuous; hence, X(A) is relatively 
compact, and condition (1) is satisfied. 
Now let v be a bounded, positive, finitely additive measure on W. For every 
scalar measure p E ba(G?‘, g, v), we have lim, U&) = p in bu(&?, U) (see 
Brooks [4]). This equality remains true for every m in the closure C(v) in 
ba(%, %) of the set of “step measures” of the form 2 xipi , where xi E % and 
pi E ba(g, g, v). By the Phillips lemma, this limit is uniform on every 
relatively compact subset of C(v). 
Next we remark that if m < v, and m has relatively norm compact range, 
then m E C(v). In fact, using the Stone representation we can assume that m 
and v are countably additive on W. Let m’ and v’ be their extensions to u(g); 
we still have m’ < v’. Also m’ has relatively norm compact range on u(g). 
To prove this it suffices to show that m’(u(s)) is contained in the closure 
of m(a). To this end, let A E u(s); there exists a sequence (B,) of sets from g 
such that v’(A A B,) + 0. This implies that m’(BJ + m’(A), which 
establishes the assertion. 
The construction in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [21] shows that since m’ 
has the above properties, m’ can be approximated by step measures in 
ca(u(%), I, v’). It then follows that m can be approximated in bu(8, X) by 
step measures in bu(g, 3, v). Hence, m E C(v). 
Now assume that X C su(W, X) is relatively compact and that X consists 
of measures with relatively norm compact range. Since Z is relatively 
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compact, by Theorem 5.1, there exists a bounded, positive, finitely additive 
measure v on 9 such that X < v uniformly. By the above, we have A’- C C(v); 
consequently, lim u,(m) = m uniformly for m E X. I 
Remark 5.2. From the above proof, we single out the following result, 
which extends Theorem 3.1 in [21]: 
The set of step measures of the form C xipi with xi EX and pLi E ba(&!, C) 
is dense in the Banach space CM(s, %) of strongly additive measures with 
relatively norm compact range. 
Furthermore, if m E CM(g, %) and m < v, then m,(,) -+ m. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that !Z has property R-N and that S? C sa(92, S) 
consists of countably additive measures with local a-finite variation. If X is 
relatively compact, then there is a bounded positive measure v such that X < v 
uniformly and lim m,,(,) = m in sa(9, S) uniformly for m E X. 
Proof. It is enough, in view of Theorem 5.2, to prove that X consists 
of measures with relatively norm compact range. Let m E X and let m’ 
be the extension of m to the u-ring Y = u(g). There exists a set T’ E Y 
(Lemma 1.1) such that m’ vanishes outside T’. Since m’ has local u-finite 
variation (see Remark 2.2(ii)), there is a sequence (T,) of disjoint sets from Y 
such that T’ = lJ T, and m’ has finite variation on Y n T,, for each n. Let 
p’ be a control measure for m’. Since X has property R-N, for each n there 
is a Bochner integrable function g n: T +?Z vanishing outside T, such that 
m’(A) = IA g, dp’, for A E Y n T, . The function g = Cg, is strongly 
measurable and by a result of Dinculeanu and Uhl [17], g is a Pettis integrable 
function such that m’(A) = (Pettis) jA g dp’, for A E L. Define the operator 
U,: Zm(,‘) -+ S induced by g as follows: U,(f) = s fg dp’ for f E 9+‘). 
By a theorem of Pettis [19, Theorem 6.21, U, is a compact operator. This 
implies that m’ (hence m) has relatively compact range. By the second part 
of Theorem 5.2, the result follows. I 
From the above proof, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. If S has property R-N, then every countably additive 
measure m E sa(B, %“) with local o-finite variation has relatively norm compact 
range. 
The following example shows that the above theorem is false if % does not 
have property R-N. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let TV be Lebesgue measure on [0, 11, and let G’ be the 
class of Bore1 sets. Define m: a -+ S+) by m(A) = 5, , for A E 9. Then m 
is countably additive with finite variation. Let AZ? = {m(A): A E 9} C SF’+). 
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Since & can be identified with the noncompact pseudo metric space (G?, p), 
where p(A, B) = p(A n B), it follows that m does not have relatively norm 
compact range. 
We now turn to the space lot ba(9?‘, 3) consisting of the locally bounded 
measures m: &Y -+ 3, endowed with the family of seminorms (&,),Ew , where 
&,(m) = r%(A). Note that lot !~a(&, 2) is the projective limit of the spaces 
ba(&! n A, X), A E g’, with respect to the usual restriction mappings. In view 
of this, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.5. If XC locsu(W,%) is relatively compact, then X is 
locally uniformly strongly additive. 
If, in addition, XC lot sa(9, S), where 9 is a S-ring, and X consists of 
countably additive measures, then there exists a positive, locally o-finite, 
countably additive measure Y on 9 such that 37 << v locally unayormly. 
Theorems 5.1 and 3.2 are used to prove the above theorem. 
6. WEAK COMPACTNESS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
QUASIVARIATION TOPOLOGY 
In this section, we shall consider conditionally weakly compact sets in the 
space ba(9?,%) endowed with the quasivariation norm. Since this space is 
not necessarily weakly sequentially complete, we shall have to study con- 
ditional weak compactness instead of relative weak compactness. A subset ~6 
of a topological vector space is conditionally weakly compact if every sequence 
of elements from x contains a Cauchy subsequence. Note that relative weak 
compactness implies conditional weak compactness. The two concepts 
coincide in ba(S?, C), since this space, endowed with the quasivariation norm 
(which in this case is equivalent to the variation norm) is weakly sequentially 
complete. By the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, this implies the above 
assertion. 
The following theorem extends criteria of conditional weak compactness 
established by Lewis [21]. 
THEOREM 6.1. If S? C ba(W, 3) is conditionally (respectively, relatively) 
weakly compact, then: 
(I) The set x*X = {x*m: m E X} is relatively weakly compact in 
ba(B?, C) for every x* E %*; 
(2) The set %(A) = {m(A): m E X> is conditionally (respectively, 
relatively) weakly compact in 3 for every A EB. 
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Conversely, assume that XC sa(W, S) and that X consists of measures 
with relatively norm compact range. If X satisjies conditions (1) and (2) above, 
then X is conditionally weakly compact. If 3 is refEexive, condition (2) is 
supeY@dous. 
Proof. The first part follows from the continuity of the maps m + x*m 
and m ---f m(A) from ba(W, %) into ba(9, C) and 55 respectively. To prove 
the second part, we may assume, by passing to the Stone space, that z%‘” 
consists of countably additive measures. Every measure m E X can be 
extended to a countably additive measure m’ on Y = u(g), by Theorem 2.2. 
Moreover, as the proof of Theorem 5.2 shows, m’ also has relative norm 
compact range. Let X’ = {m’: m E X}. It follows that for every x* E %*, 
the set x*X’ is relatively weakly compact in ca(Y, C). In fact, for every 
m E X, x*m’ is the extension of x*m from .% to 9, and this extension 
preserves the norms. We shall now prove that for every A E 9, the set 
G+?(A) is conditionally weakly compact in X. Let A E Y and let (m,‘) be a 
sequence from X’. Choose a sequence of sets B, from g such that ‘4 belongs 
to the o-ring generated by (B,). Let %?a be the countable ring generated by 
(B,) and set yb = (~(9s). F or each B EB,, , by hypothesis, the set {m,‘(B); 
n = 1,2,...: is conditionally weakly compact, hence it contains a weakly Cauchy 
sequence. By a diagonal process, we can extract a subsequence (which 
we shall still denote by (m,‘)) such that (m,‘(B)) is weakly Cauchy for each 
B E @,, . Let x* E X*. Since (x*m,‘) is uniformly countably additive, by the 
weak compactness of x*X, and since (x*m,‘) converges on %!,, it follows 
by Lemma IV.8.8 in Dunford and Schwartz [19] that (x*m,‘) converges 
on 9s . In particular, (x*m,‘(A)) converges. Hence (m,‘) is weakly Cauchy. 
This shows that X’(A) is conditionally weakly compact. To prove that X’ is 
conditionally weakly compact, let (m,‘) be a sequence from X’. By Lemma 
1.1, there exists a set T’ E Y such that all the measures m,’ vanish outside T’. 
Hence, we can consider the m,’ as being defined on the a-algebra 
Y’ = Y n T’ of subsets of T’. By the above arguments, (m,‘) satisfies the 
conditions of Corollary 3.2 in Lewis [21], which shows that (m,‘) is con- 
ditionally weakly compact. This implies that X’ is conditionally weakly 
compact. Since the extension mapping m ---f m’ is an isometry, it follows 
that X is conditionally weakly compact in ba(.%‘, X). To prove the last 
assertion in the theorem, note that (1) implies that for every A E 2, the set 
X(A) is bounded (since x*X is bounded; hence, (x*m(A): m E Y} is 
bounded for every x* ES*). Since 3 is reflexive, it follows that X(A) is 
relatively weakly compact. I 
COROLLARY 6.2. Assume that X C sa(9?, S?) consists of measures with 
relatively norm compact range. If 
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(1) YZ is bounded and uniforms strongly additive; 
(2) S(A) is conditionally weakly compact in LF for every A E W; 
then L%Y is conditionally weakly compact. 
If 9” is reflexive, then condition (2) is superJEuous. 
Proof. Let x* E%*. Then x*X is bounded and uniformly strongly 
additive. By Theorem 1 in Brooks [3], x*X is relatively weakly compact. 
Note that strong additivity of x*X is equivalent to strong additivity of 
1 x*X 1 . In view of this, we can apply the above theorem. I 
Using Theorem 5.4 and the above results, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Assume that !Z has property R-N and that X C sa(9, X) 
is a set of countably additive measures with local a-$nite variation. If X satisfies 
conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 6.1 or Corollary 6.2, then LX? is conditionally 
weakly compact. 
It is natural to ask whether the converse of Corollary 6.2 is true, that is 
whether a conditionally weakly compact set in sa(9?, 3) is uniformly strongly 
additive. The answer is in the negative, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let p denote Lebesgue measure on [0, l] and let @ be 
the Bore1 subsets of [0, 11. Let (e,) be the unit vectors in % = 1, . Choose 
E, ~9? such that ~.L(E,) > 0 and E, ‘X 4, and define m, = e,&(E,))-l CL. 
Since e, + 0 weakly in 3, one can show (see [21, Corollary 3.31) that m, + 0 
in ca(g, 9). However, the countable additivity of (m,) is not uniform, since 
I m,(4J = 1. 
In spite of the above example, we are still able to exhibit a control measure 
for conditionally weakly compact subsets of sa(B, X), when X is separable. 
THEOREM 6.4. Assume that X is separable. If Z C sa(B, X) is conditionally 
weakly compact, then there exists a bounded, positive, finitely additive measure TV 
on LZZ such that X < TV and TV < sup 2. If, in addition, X C ca(B?, S), then TV 
is countably additive. 
Proof. Using the Stone representation, we can assume that Z C ca(W, 9). 
Let Y = c(.!J?) and for each m E sa(.%, S) which is countably additive, let m’ 
be its extension to Y, which exists by Theorem 2.2. The set 
X’ = {m’: m E ,X) is conditionally weakly compact in ca(9’, 3). Since 9” 
is separable, we can choose a sequence (xn*) which is w*-dense in Xi*, the 
unit ball of .%*. By Theorem 6.1, xn*X’ is relatively weakly compact in 
ca(9, C) for each n. Therefore, there exists a positive, bounded, countably 
additive measure pn’ on S such that xn*Z’ < fan’ uniformly, and 
pn’ < sup{ 1 x,*m’ I: m’ E -X’} < sup 9’. 
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Let p’ = C (2nBn)-1 pn’, where B, is a positive bound for Pi’. Then p’ 
is positive, countably additive, TV’ < sup %?’ and tag’ < CL’; hence, xn*%? < CL’ 
uniformly for each n. Now let y* EX~*. Choose a subsequence ( y,*) of 
(x~*) such that yn* -f y* in the w*-topology of X*. If m’ E %?, then for 
each A E 9, it follows that m*m’(A) + y*m’(A). Since yn*m’ <p’ for 
each n, by the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem, we have y*m’ <p’. Hence, it 
follows that if p’(A) = 0, then m’(A) = 0. By a theorem of Pettis [19, 
Theorem IV.lO.l], we have m’ < p’. The restriction p = p’ / W satisfies 
the requirements of the theorem. I 
Remark. Diestel [15] proved that if X is separable, then every bounded, 
finitely additive measure on a u-ring Y is strongly additive. In view of this, 
the preceding theorem remains true if s C ba(Y, X). 
We now turn to the space ca(9, X), w h ere 9 is a S-ring, endowed with the 
topology induced by the quasi-variation semi-norms. As we have seen, 
ca(3, X) is the projective limit of the Banach spaces ca(9 n A, X), A ~9. 
Hence, if a set Z is conditionally weakly compact in ca(g, X), then for 
each A ~9, the set Z, is conditionally weakly compact in ca(9 n A, X). 
Using this fact, we deduce the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that X is separable and that ~6 C ca(9, X) is 
conditionally weakly compact. Then there exists a positive, locally a-$nite, 
countably additive measure p on 9 such that 3? Q p locally. 
Proof. For each A ~9, 9 n A is a u-ring and xA C ca(9 n A, X) is 
conditionally weakly compact. Consequently, by Theorem 6.4 there exists a 
bounded, positive, countably additive measure pA defined on 9 n A such 
that $-, < pa and pa < sup gA . We can then apply the synthesis theorem 
and obtain the required measure. I 
Remark. Example 6.3 shows that, in general, it is false that Z <<p 
locally uniformly. 
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